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C O L L E C T I O N 

G U I D E





Gather
This spring, we let the idea of gathering together inspire us.

We’ll throw light on ways that our homes can bring people together and simply enjoy the 
feeling that comes with that. 

We’ll roam from room to room. Into the guest bedroom, down to the kitchen, out into the 
garden, to think about what gathering could look like in all the different parts of our homes. 

We’ll think about colour. About light and shade. About textiles. And about the part they play 
in making our homes places to be together, to be apart, to gather, to disperse. 

And repeat. 
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This Season in Colour

THIS SEASON
in

COLOUR

Nature inspires so many of our paint colours, 
and this spring/summer is no different – it’s 
the colour of flax petals (the plant from which 

linen’s grown) that inspired our shade of the season – Flax Blue.

Blooming at the end of June, they turn the flax fields a hazy blue, 
though the flowers only last a single day. Taking that blue tone, we’ve 
added grey to make it more muted, give it more depth, and make it 
even easier for you to use at home. 

A perfect pairing

Every colour palette benefits from a bit of contrast – it’s what makes 
each shade look its very best. That’s why Flax Blue’s perfect pairing 
is our bright (but not brilliant) white paint, Salt. It’s the clean and 
crisp to Flax Blue’s soft and subtle.
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Paint

PAINT
Eggshell and emulsion – Flax Blue

PAINT
Eggshell and emulsion – Salt

Code

PNT-EGG-SAM-FB £4 €6 6 €

PNT-MAT-SAM-FB £4 €6 6 €

PNT-EGG-25-FB £54 €70 72 €

PNT-MAT-25-FB £38 €49 51 €

PNT-MAT-50-FB £67 €86 89 €

Eggshell use Interior walls, ceilings and woodwork (ideal for 
bathrooms and furniture); exterior surfaces.

Emulsion use

Interior walls (in well-ventilated bathrooms only); 
ceilings and exterior surfaces (although this is not 
masonry paint, we do like to experiment and have 
had great success in our own projects).

Good to know

Each colour comes in two finishes: original 
emulsion and original eggshell. Choose 
emulsion if you’d like a totally matte finish, 
and eggshell if you’d like a bit of a sheen  
(10–20%). You won’t find any nasty chemicals here, 
just water-based, solvent-free colours. So, go 
ahead and paint them on every wall – they’re kind 
to you and the environment. 

Code

PNT-EGG-SAM-SL £4 €6 6 €

PNT-MAT-SAM-SL £4 €6 6 €

PNT-EGG-25-SL £54 €70 72 €

PNT-MAT-25-SL £38 €49 51 €

PNT-MAT-50-SL £67 €86 89 €

Eggshell use Interior walls, ceilings and woodwork (ideal for 
bathrooms and furniture); exterior surfaces.

Emulsion use

Interior walls (in well-ventilated bathrooms only); 
ceilings and exterior surfaces (although this is not 
masonry paint, we do like to experiment and have 
had great success in our own projects).

Good to know

Each colour comes in two finishes: original 
emulsion and original eggshell. Choose 
emulsion if you’d like a totally matte finish, 
and eggshell if you’d like a bit of a sheen 
(10–20%). You won’t find any nasty chemicals here, 
just water-based, solvent-free colours. So, go 
ahead and paint them on every wall – they’re kind 
to you and the environment. 
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Accessories

BLYTON
Pillar candles – Flax Blue

Code

BLY-CAN-07X09-FB £4 €6 6 €

BLY-CAN-07X15-FB £6 €8 8 €

BLY-CAN-10X10-FB £8 €11 11 €

BLY-CAN-10X15-FB £11 €15 15 €

Material Wax (90% paraffin, 10% stearin acid)

Colour Flax Blue

Good to know

We create Blyton’s colour using a mixture of 
natural pigments and dyes. We’ve also designed 
it to burn down the middle, but if you prefer it not 
to, just trim the excess wax around the edges with 
a sharp knife when it’s still slightly soft.

Approximate burn times are as follows; 
7 x 9cm: 40 hours 
7 x 15cm: 65 hours 
10 x 10cm: 55 hours 
10 x 15cm: 80 hours

The Blyton pillar candles always welcome a new colour to the fold every season. They're our most simple candle and easy to 
use because they come in four different sizes. 

Blyton 7 x 9cm pillar candle 
BLY-CAN-07X09-FB

Blyton 7 x 15cm pillar candle  
BLY-CAN-07X15-FB

Blyton 10 x 10cm pillar candle 
BLY-CAN-10X10-FB

Blyton 10 x 15cm pillar candle 
BLY-CAN-10X15-FB
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Accessories

RANDALL
Apron – Flax Blue

Code RAN-KIT-APR-FB

Price £18 €24 24 €

Material 100% cotton

Colour Flax Blue

Dimensions 70cm (W) x 90cm (H)

Good to know

We recommend that you wash Randall at 30°C 
with similar colours, and iron it on a medium heat. 
It’s suitable for dry cleaning, but not for tumble 
drying or bleaching. As it is made from a natural 
material, its colour will fade beautifully with wash 
and wear. The ties on this apron are 107cm long.

For cooks, artists, gardeners and craftspeople alike, our 100% cotton apron is there to help protect your clothes whenever 
creativity strikes. It's a staple part of our seasonal collection, so you'll always see it twice a year with a new colour of thread. 
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Accessories

WESTMEATH
Herringbone throw – Denim

Code WES-THR-140X220-DN

Price £210 €270 280 €

Material 100% lambswool

Colour Denim

Dimensions 140cm (W) x 220cm (L) x 0.4cm (H)

Good to know
This throw could shrink if it gets wet, so it’s  
only suitable for dry cleaning and shouldn’t be 
tumble-dried or ironed. Made in the UK.

Our newest throw is spun from pure lambswool so is incredibly soft and lightweight. That's exactly what we wanted, because 
we could see this being used to wrap around yourself in the garden when the sun has set.



The Flax Blue fabric story
Linen is a textile for all seasons, but there’s no doubt that it’s the  
easy-breezy, go-to fabric of warmer months. 

This spring, we’ve taken things a step further and based our palette around 
linen’s natural tones. You’ll see the taupe-like colours of unbleached linen, 
but it’s the colour of flax petals (the plant from which linen’s grown) that 
inspired our shade of the season – Flax Blue.

Taking the hazy blue tone of the flowers, we’ve softened it to make it 
subtler, give it more depth, and make it even easier for you to use at home. 
You’ll find it in our Harry linen and printed Mabel textiles. 

It’s joined by Denim – a blue that’s a similar tone just a few shades darker 
– and York Rose, a light neutral, in our Chloe linen; and by Rust, a deep, 
rich rust found on both plain and striped fabrics.

Together, they’re fresh but earthy, colourful but calm.
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Fabric

HARRY
Flax Blue

Harry’s texture may be fine, but it’s actually a hardwearing fabric 
that’ll work well for upholstery which gets a lot of use day-in,  
day-out. It gets more interesting up-close, where you’ll be able to see 
all the natural linen slubs – those raised and knobbly lines created 
when the weaver knots strands together.

Code FAB-HRY-FB

Price/m £49 €63 65 €

Material 100% linen

Weight 395gsm

Martindale 30 000

Approx. width 137cm

Good to know

In Flax Blue, it’s an accent colour, but one you 
could easily use on armchairs and curtains without 
it feeling overpowering. Suitable for upholstery, 
cushions, curtains and blinds. The fabric has 
an organic coating, giving it better protection 
against stains. Wash at 40°C. Do not bleach. 
Do not tumble dry. Iron on a linen or cotton 
setting. Suitable for dry cleaning.

MABEL
Flax Blue

Mabel’s different to a lot of our other printed linens because we make 
its pattern by drawing out the dye in the fabric, creating a two-tone 
effect; in fact, it’s more of a ‘light etched linen’ than a printed one. It 
means the geometric pattern is subtle – perfect for dipping your toes 
in. The fabric itself has the same, fine-but-slubby texture as Harry.

Code FAB-MBL-FB

Price/m £68 €88 90 €

Material 100% linen

Weight 395gsm

Martindale 30 000

Approx. width 137cm

Pattern repeat Vertical 28.2cm x Horizontal 28.2cm

Good to know

It’s the same shade as Harry Flax Blue too, so 
where you’ve used Harry on bigger pieces, use 
Mabel to carry the colour through elsewhere 
on cushions and blinds. Suitable for upholstery, 
cushions, curtains and blinds. Dry clean only. 
Do not bleach. Do not tumble dry. Iron on a linen 
or cotton setting. 
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Fabric

CHLOE
Denim

Chloe is a super-soft stonewashed linen. It’s slightly thicker than Harry, 
but because it’s not stiff in any way, it’ll hang well if you turn it into 
curtains and blinds. For spring/summer 2019, we’ve created a new 
shade to use on Chloe: Denim. Being on the grey side, it’s easy to use on 
sofas, armchairs and footstools without feeling like too much colour. 

Code FAB-CHL-DN

Price/m £75 €96 99 €

Material 100% linen

Weight 560gsm

Martindale 22 000

Approx. width 137cm

Good to know

Suitable for upholstery, cushions, curtains and 
blinds. Stonewashed using traditional methods. 
Wash at 40°C. Do not bleach. Do not tumble 
dry. Iron on a linen or cotton setting. Suitable for 
dry cleaning.
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Scatter Cushions

New cushions Each season, we add new scatter cushions 
to our collection. In sizes small and large, and shapes square and 
rectangular. In one fabric or two. For colour and pattern, or simply 
just duck feather-softness.

CAMILLA
Mabel Flax Blue and Harry Flax Blue

Code CAM-CUS-45X45-MBLFB-HRYFB

Price £93 €120 125 €

Material
Mabel Flax Blue: 100% linen 
Harry Flax Blue: 100% linen 
Inner: 100% duck feather

Dimensions 45cm (W) x 45cm (H)

Good to know

Camilla is a piped cushion with a reversible design. 
We usually partner our cushions with a feather 
inner, but the cover can be bought separately  
in-store. The prices and codes shown here are for 
both. We recommend dry cleaning only for all of 
our cushions. 
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Scatter Cushions

FLORENCE
Harry Flax Blue

Code FLO-CUS-45X45-HRYFB

Price £62 €81 83 €

Material Harry Flax Blue: 100% linen 
Inner: 100% duck feather

Dimensions 45cm (W) x 45cm (H)

Good to know

Florence is a piped cushion. We usually 
partner our cushions with a feather inner, 
but the cover can be bought separately  
in-store. The prices and codes shown here are for 
both. We recommend dry cleaning only for all of 
our cushions. 

GRACE
Harry Flax Blue

Code GRA-CUS-57X57-HRYFB

Price £93 €120 123 €

Material Harry Flax Blue: 100% linen 
Inner: 100% duck feather

Dimensions 57cm (W) x 57cm (H)

Good to know

Grace is an unpiped cushion.  We usually 
partner our cushions with a feather inner, 
but the cover can be bought separately  
in-store. The prices and codes shown here are for 
both. We recommend dry cleaning only for all of 
our cushions. 
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Scatter Cushions

FLORENCE
Chloe Denim

Code FLO-CUS-45X45-CHLDN

Price £79 €103 105 €

Material Chloe Denim: 100% linen 
Inner: 100% duck feather

Dimensions 45cm (W) x 45cm (H)

Good to know

Florence is a piped cushion. We usually 
partner our cushions with a feather inner, 
but the cover can be bought separately  
in-store. The prices and codes shown here are for 
both. We recommend dry cleaning only for all of 
our cushions. 
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Accessories

Accessories New colourings for crockery that we already 
know and love (like Olney) to our very-first paddle chopping boards 
in oak and marble, plus many an accessory more...  
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Accessories

CULLINGWORTH
Rugs

This is our lightest wool rug to date, making it really well suited to spring and summer. It's also our first rug to have a cotton 
edge border, which adds a level of softness that really suits bedrooms and sitting rooms.

Code

CLG-RUG-170X240-GE £380 €490 510 €

CLG-RUG-170X240-OA £380 €490 510 €

CLG-RUG-200X300-GE £550 €710 730 €

CLG-RUG-200X300-OA £550 €710 730 €

Material 100% wool with 100% cotton border

Finish/colour Grey and oatmeal

Dimensions 240cm (W) x 170cm (L) x 1cm (H) 
300cm (W) x 200cm (L) x 1cm (H)

Good to know

Handwoven in a basket weave style. Dry clean only. 
Shedding of loose fibres is normal and will diminish 
with regular vacuuming. Slight colour shading and 
slubs are consistent with the nature of this yarn and 
only adds to the beauty and uniqueness of this rug. 
Due to the hand-woven nature of this product, there 
will be a size variation of up to -3% / +5% in width 
and length.

Grey Oatmeal
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Accessories

OLNEY
Teapot

Code OLN-POT-TEA-FB

Price £25 €32 33 €

Material Stoneware

Finish/colour Hand-stamped design in Flax Blue

Dimensions 12cm (W) x 22cm (D) x 18.5cm (H) 

Good to know

Olney can be cleaned in the dishwasher, but we 
recommend washing it by hand to avoid water 
marks and the build up of detergent. It’s also safe 
to use in the microwave.
The delicate thistle pattern celebrates the  
time-honoured skill of block-printing. Each piece 
is made in a small workshop that specialises in 
hand-decoration, using locally sourced clay and 
being fired in traditional kilns. Comes in gift box 
packaging.

We have introduced a tea set in our pretty Flax Blue shade to  
celebrate a favourite British past time. As Olney has a hand-stamped, 
delicate thistle pattern, there will be noticeable variation of colour 
and pattern from piece to piece. We love each pieces unique character.

OLNEY
Mugs – set of two

Code OLN-MUG-FB

Price £14 €18 19 €

Material Stoneware

Finish/colour Hand-stamped design in Flax Blue

Dimensions 8.7cm (W) x 8.7cm (D) x 8cm (H) 

Good to know

Olney can be cleaned in the dishwasher, but we 
recommend washing it by hand to avoid water 
marks and the build up of detergent. It’s also safe 
to use in the microwave.
The delicate thistle pattern celebrates the  
time-honoured skill of block-printing. Each piece 
is made in a small workshop that specialises in 
hand-decoration, using locally sourced clay and 
being fired in traditional kilns. Comes in gift box 
packaging.



OLNEY
Milk jug

Code OLN-MIL-JUG-FB

Price £11 €15 15 €

Material Stoneware

Finish/colour Hand-stamped design in Flax Blue

Dimensions 8.5cm (W) x 12cm (D) x 9cm (H)

Good to know

Olney can be cleaned in the dishwasher, but we 
recommend washing it by hand to avoid water 
marks and the build up of detergent. It’s also safe 
to use in the microwave.
The delicate thistle pattern celebrates the  
time-honoured skill of block-printing. Each piece 
is made in a small workshop that specialises in 
hand-decoration, using locally sourced clay and 
being fired in traditional kilns. Comes in gift box 
packaging.

OLNEY
Sugar bowl

Code OLN-SUG-BOW-FB

Price £14 €18 19 €

Material Stoneware

Finish/colour Hand-stamped design in Flax Blue

Dimensions 10.5cm (W) x 10.5cm (D) x 10.5cm (H) 

Good to know

Olney can be cleaned in the dishwasher, but we 
recommend washing it by hand to avoid water 
marks and the build up of detergent. It’s also safe 
to use in the microwave.
The delicate thistle pattern celebrates the  
time-honoured skill of block-printing. Each piece 
is made in a small workshop that specialises in 
hand-decoration, using locally sourced clay and 
being fired in traditional kilns. Comes in gift box 
packaging.

19

Accessories
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Accessories

OLNEY
Side plate

Code OLN-PLA-SID-FB

Price £8 €11 11 €

Material Stoneware

Finish/colour Hand-stamped design in Flax Blue

Dimensions 19.4cm (W) x 19.4cm (D) x 1.5cm (H) 

Good to know

Olney can be cleaned in the dishwasher, but we 
recommend washing it by hand to avoid water 
marks and the build up of detergent. It’s also safe 
to use in the microwave.
The delicate thistle pattern celebrates the  
time-honoured skill of block-printing. Each piece 
is made in a small workshop that specialises in  
hand-decoration, using locally sourced clay and 
being fired in traditional kilns. Sold as a set of six 
online and individually instore.

LOWTHER
Dipping bowl

Another serveware collection that's been really well-received. This 
spring, we add this little addition to the smooth, speckled and 
artisnal Lowther collection. You could use it as a pinch pot for salt 
and pepper as much as for dipping, be it bread in oil or crisps in dip. 

Code LOW-DIP-OW

Price £5 €7 7 €

Material Stoneware

Finish/colour Off white, matt glaze

Dimensions 10cm (W) x 10cm (D) 3.2cm (H)

Good to know

Lowther can be cleaned in the dishwasher, but 
we recommend washing it by hand to avoid water 
marks and the build up of detergent. It’s also safe 
to use in the microwave.
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Accessories

BOROUGH
Long chopping board – seasoned

BOROUGH
Rectangular chopping board – seasoned

Because we often use paddle-shaped chopping boards like these 
in our photography and our customers always ask where they're 
from, we thought it was time to make our own. So we did, in 
both seasoned ash and honed marble. 

Code BOU-LON-ASH

Price £37 €48 49 €

Material White ash

Finish/colour Seasoned Oak IsoGuard®

Dimensions 18cm (W) x 52cm (L) x 2cm (H) 

Good to know
Twine loop included. Food safe. This chopping 
board is not suitable for the dishwasher. Handwash 
with warm water, rinse thoroughly.

Code BOU-REC-ASH

Price £41 €53 55 €

Material White ash

Finish/colour Seasoned Oak IsoGuard®

Dimensions 30cm (W) x 48cm (L) x 2cm (H) 

Good to know
Twine loop included. Food safe. This chopping 
board is not suitable for the dishwasher. Handwash 
with warm water, rinse thoroughly.
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Accessories

Code MAL-REC-MARB

Price £52 €67 69 €

Material Carrara white marble

Finish/colour Honed

Dimensions 16cm (W) x 50cm (L) x 1.2cm (H)

Good to know

Tan leather loop included. Food safe. This chopping 
board is not suitable for the dishwasher. Clean your 
chopping board in warm, soapy water immediately 
after use to avoid any stains.

MALTBY
Rectangular chopping board – marble

MALTBY
Round chopping board – marble

Code
MAL-SML-MARB £55 €71 73 €

MAL-LRG-MARB £82 €105 110 €

Material Carrara white marble

Finish/colour Honed

Dimensions 26cm (W) x 33.7cm (L) x 1.2cm (H) 
34cm (W) x 42.8cm (L) x 1.2cm (H)

Good to know

Tan leather loop included. Food safe. This chopping 
board is not suitable for the dishwasher. Clean your 
chopping board in warm, soapy water immediately 
after use to avoid any stains.
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Accessories

ASHCROFT
Glass carrier

These are the months that we're to-ing and fro-ing from inside to 
out. So, we wanted to design something that makes entertaining  
al fresco a little easier with a helping hand from Ashcroft's stable 
rattan weave to make sure your tumblers never tumble out.

Code ASC-GLA-HOL-WH

Price £36 €47 48 €

Material Woven rattan

Finish/colour Silver reed

Dimensions 21cm (W) x 31cm (D) x 24cm (H)

Good to know

Handmade with individual strips of rattan that are 
soaked in paddy fields and slowly sun-bleached 
before being woven. They are then given a 
translucent white enamel wash to create our silver 
reed finish. Holds 6 standard glasses. We have 
also made sure that our glass carrier holds any 
style of our tumblers and tall glasses. Wipe clean 
with a damp cloth. Do not submerge in water as 
this will damage the delicate rattan.

ANTONIA
Fringed napkins – set of six

The delightful fringing brings something to the design that feels a bit 
more relaxed than our Emily napkins. The balance between formal and 
informal is a running theme in our spring 2019 collection, which is why 
we thought it was the perfect time to welcome Antonia to the season. 
They come in a set of six, inside a pretty little bag with a button closing.

Code ANT-NAP-01-PB

Price £44 €57 59 €

Material 100% linen

Finish/colour Powder blue

Dimensions 45cm (W) x 45cm (H)

Good to know
Washed linen that has both highlights and 
lowlights in tone. Fringed edging that won't fray 
any further than intended.
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Accessories

THURSFIELD
Vase – medium

This is another first for us - a block-printed floral vase that mixes pale 
blue meadow flowers on a white ceramic glaze against the exposed 
earthenware neck. 

Code THU-VAS-MED-FB

Price £25 €32 33 €

Material Ceramic

Finish/colour Flax Blue, Glazed

Dimensions 21.5cm (Dia) x 22.5cm (H)

Good to know Hand-stamped design. Each piece may vary due 
to handmade nature. Water tight.

ASHCROFT
Wine cooler

One of the other new additions to Ashcroft is this rattan wine 
cooler. From the outside, it looks like a decorative holder, but there’s 
a stainless steel lining to make sure your bottles of white wine stay 
nicely chilled.

Code ASC-WIN-COO-WH

Price £44 €57 59 €

Material Woven rattan, stainless steel

Finish/colour Silver reed

Dimensions 14cm (Dia) x 20.8cm (H)

Good to know

Handmade with individual strips of rattan 
that are soaked in paddy fields and slowly  
sun-bleached before being woven. They are 
then given a translucent white enamel wash to 
create our silver reed finish. Stainless steel liner 
inner. Fits a standard wine or champagne bottle.
The stainless steel liner inner is removable. 
Wipe clean with a damp cloth. Not suitable for 
dishwasher use. Do not submerge in water as 
this will damage the delicate rattan. 
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Accessories

THURSFIELD
Vase – tall

Code THU-VAS-TALL-FB

Price £29 €38 39 €

Material Ceramic

Finish/colour Flax Blue, Glazed

Dimensions 21cm (Dia) x 31cm (H)

Good to know Hand-stamped design. Each piece may vary due 
to handmade nature. Water tight.

HAYBROOK
Vase – round

Haybrook is a series of earthenware vases that introduce a new 
distressed character into the collection. Marks and knocks in the 
glaze give the appearance of an old piece from a flea market or 
vintage shop.

Code HAY-VAS-ROU-SN

Price £42 €54 56 €

Material Terra Cotta

Finish/colour Glazed

Dimensions 26.5cm (W) x 27cm (D) x 23cm (H)

Good to know

Haybrook will look good empty or filled with  
foliage, placed on a bookshelf or even on top  
of a console table. Each piece may vary due to 
handmade nature. Distressing may vary from piece 
to piece. Water tight. 
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Accessories

HAYBROOK
Vase – medium

Code HAY-VAS-MED-SN

Price £32 €41 43 €

Material Terra Cotta

Finish/colour Glazed

Dimensions 19.5cm (Dia) x 27.5cm (H)

Good to know

Haybrook will look good empty or filled with  
foliage, placed on a bookshelf or even on top  
of a console table. Each piece may vary due to 
handmade nature. Distressing may vary from piece 
to piece. Water tight. 

HAYBROOK
Vase – large

Code HAY-VAS-LRG-SN

Price £43 €56 57 €

Material Terra Cotta

Finish/colour Glazed

Dimensions 22.5cm (Dia) x 32cm (H)

Good to know

Haybrook will look good empty or filled with  
foliage, placed on a bookshelf or even on top  
of a console table. Each piece may vary due to 
handmade nature. Distressing may vary from piece 
to piece. Water tight. 
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Accessories

BROSELEY
Pot – small

Code BRL-POT-SML-MO

Price £12 €16 16 €

Material Terra Cotta

Finish/colour Moss, glazed

Dimensions 18cm (Dia) x 16cm (H)

Good to know

This smaller pot is different in style to the other 
Broseley pots, with a light ripple in its wall. It 
lends itself to displaying shorter stems. Each 
piece may vary due to handmade nature.  
Distressing may vary from piece to piece. 
Water tight.

BROSELEY
Pot – low

Code BRL-POT-LOW-MO

Price £15 €20 20 €

Material Terra Cotta

Finish/colour Moss, glazed

Dimensions 22cm (Dia) x 10cm (H)

Good to know

This low pot is ideal for low trailing plants or 
herbs. Each piece may vary due to handmade 
nature. Distressing may vary from piece to piece. 
Water tight.

These pots have a glazed finish but one that's distressed so they look time-
worn. The blue-sage colour lends itself to showcasing any plant, from 
herbs and trailing plants, to short and long stems alike. They remind us 
of ones you might find at a vintage pottery shop or a reclamation yard 
and are a good way to introduce a small dose of colour to your home.
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Accessories

BROSELEY
Pot – large

Code BRL-POT-LRG-MO

Price £30 €39 40 €

Material Terra Cotta

Finish/colour Moss, glazed

Dimensions 23.5cm (Dia) x 26cm (H)

Good to know

Longer stems or even a plant will look great in this 
larger pot. Each piece may vary due to handmade 
nature. Distressing may vary from piece to piece. 
Water tight.

GOSSE
Seahorse – small

Code GOS-SEA-SML

Price £15 €20 20 €

Material Ceramic

Finish/colour Distressed

Dimensions 10.5cm (W) x 14cm (D) x 30.5cm (H)

Good to know Our seahorses are inspired from our love of nature, 
for both land and ocean dwellers.

Similar to our Hickstead horse ornaments, Gosse shares all the same 
qualities, texture and finish. We see them as a simple decorative piece 
to use on sideboards and bookcases alike. 
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Accessories

GOSSE
Seahorse – large

Code GOS-SEA-LRG

Price £22 €29 30 €

Material Ceramic

Finish/colour Distressed

Dimensions 12cm (W) x 16.5cm (D) x 36.5cm (H)

Good to know Our seahorses are inspired from our love of nature, 
for both land and ocean dwellers.
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Accessories

KESWICK
Rectangular mirror

Code KES-MIR-85-BA £295 €380 390 €

Material Steel frame with glass mirror

Finish/colour Brushed brass

Dimensions 50cm (W) x 2cm (D) x 85cm (H)

Good to know

Tempered glass with bevel detailing. French cleat 
wall fixings. Customer to supply their own wall 
fixings as this is dependent on the type of wall. 
Weight: 10.6 kg.

Our Keswick tables are such a timeless combination of glass and brass that we decided to bring them to our newest mirror. 
They're a smaller rectangle and would perfectly fit over a bathroom sink.
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BRITTEN
Knob

Britten's only partly new. It's actually the same size and shape as our 
Suffolk knob, but we wanted to take our hardware away from the 
kitchen collections so people know they can use them on any design 
they like. 

CULLUM
Twist knob

Gradually, we've expanded our hardware and honed in our choices 
of finish. Black-bronze has proven really popular, as has our vintage 
twist knob, so combining the two was an easy decision. 

Code CUL-ACC-TWI-KNO-BD

Price £39 €50 52 €

Material Brass

Finish/colour Black bronze

Dimensions 5cm (W) x 3.3cm (D) x 5.5cm (H)

Good to know Made for double door cabinets. Screws included.

Code
HANK-BD-002 £5 €7 7 €

HANK-BD-003 £7 €9 10 €

Material Brass

Finish/colour Black bronze

Dimensions 2.5cm (Dia) x 1.9cm (H) 
3cm (Dia) x 2.2cm (H)

Good to know Previously known as Suffolk and now available in a 
new finish. Screws included.
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The Flower Shop

150 cm

Hops
Bunch

Agapanthus 
Stem

Rowan Blossom 
Stem

Corn Parsley 
Twig

Delphinium 
Stem

Sea Arrowgrass 
Stem

Lady Fern 
Stem

Gathering a garden bouquet This season, 
probably more than any other, do our life-like stems really capture 
the classic English garden character. 

Out of our newest additions, a selection of them really do work best 
when bunched together to create a frothy, gathered arrangement. 
Some bring height, some bring structure, some bring softness and 
the likes of Corn Parsley are like the odd sprig that you accidentally 
pick as you go and that makes the whole harvest feel more life-like. 

Below are the stems that we suggest keeping as a crowd. You could 
add in one or two of your favourite bloom too, like peonies or 
poppies. Together, they look just like you could've nipped out into 
the garden or nearby meadow and hand-picked them straight from 
the earth.
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The Flower Shop

PEONY
Bunch – white

Code PEO-BUN-DU-WH

Price £43 €56 57 €

Material Fabric leaves, metal and plastic stem

Finish/colour White

Dimensions 25.4cm (Dia) x 66cm (H)

Good to know

Inside each of our life-like stems is a wire that can 
be bent into shape, or cut down using long-armed 
shears (the best tool, we’ve found, for the job). 
They can rust if left in water though. To clean these 
pieces, simply dust them with a dry cloth.

AGAPANTHUS
Stem – white

Code AGP-STM-WH

Price £13 €17 18 €

Material Fabric leaves, metal and plastic stem

Finish/colour White

Dimensions 17.8cm (Dia) x 87.6cm (H)

Good to know

Inside each of our life-like stems is a wire that can 
be bent into shape, or cut down using long-armed 
shears (the best tool, we’ve found, for the job). 
They can rust if left in water though. To clean these 
pieces, simply dust them with a dry cloth.

With both smaller and larger buds, our bunches offer a more realistic 
feel to our arrangements, giving a sense of having just picked fresh 
flowers from your own garden. This Peony bunch has soft-touch, 
real-feel petals.

We love the Agapanthus for its striking star-burst flowers. The 
origins of this pretty looking flower dates back to 1629 when it 
was first introduced to the UK, where it thrived in Cornwall’s mild 
maritime climate.
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The Flower Shop

ARTICHOKE
Bunch – green

Code ART-BUN-GR

Price £56 €72 74 €

Material Fabric leaves, metal and plastic stem

Finish/colour Green

Dimensions 20.3cm (Dia) x 58.4cm (H)

Good to know

Inside each of our life-like stems is a wire that can 
be bent into shape, or cut down using long-armed 
shears (the best tool, we’ve found, for the job). 
They can rust if left in water though. To clean these 
pieces, simply dust them with a dry cloth.

HOPS
Bunch – white

Code HOP-BUN-GR-WH

Price £36 €47 48 €

Material Fabric leaves, metal and plastic stem

Finish/colour White

Dimensions 20.3cm (Dia) x 82.5cm (H)

Good to know

Inside each of our life-like stems is a wire that can 
be bent into shape, or cut down using long-armed 
shears (the best tool, we’ve found, for the job). 
They can rust if left in water though. To clean these 
pieces, simply dust them with a dry cloth.

This variation is known as a Green Globe Artichoke. With its bold, 
silvery-green leaves that grow in a giant rosette, adding structure to 
arrangements and look equally as good gathered with other stems or 
a statement on their own.

Hops are versatile plants being used to make beer, in garlands and to 
promote relaxed sleep. We love them as they soften an arrangement and 
can be used standing tall, adding a sculptural feel or gently arching. 



DELPHINIUM
Stem – white
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The Flower Shop

DELPHINIUM
Stem – green

Code DLP-STM-GN

Price £14 €18 19 €

Material Fabric leaves, metal and plastic stem

Finish/colour Green

Dimensions 14cm (Dia) x 127cm (H)

Good to know

Inside each of our life-like stems is a wire that can 
be bent into shape, or cut down using long-armed 
shears (the best tool, we’ve found, for the job). 
They can rust if left in water though. To clean these 
pieces, simply dust them with a dry cloth.

Code DLP-STM-WH

Price £14 €18 19 €

Material Fabric leaves, metal and plastic stem

Finish/colour White

Dimensions 14cm (Dia) x 127cm (H)

Good to know

Inside each of our life-like stems is a wire that can 
be bent into shape, or cut down using long-armed 
shears (the best tool, we’ve found, for the job). 
They can rust if left in water though. To clean these 
pieces, simply dust them with a dry cloth.

Delphiniums are tall and eye-catching architectural plants. Often 
seen in traditional cottage gardens, they add drama and height to 
any arrangement.



LADY FERN
Stem large – green

Code LDY-FER-LRG-GN

Price £12 €16 16 €

Material Fabric leaves, metal and plastic stem

Finish/colour Green

Dimensions 35cm (Dia) x 105cm (H)

Good to know

Inside each of our life-like stems is a wire that can 
be bent into shape, or cut down using long-armed 
shears (the best tool, we’ve found, for the job). 
They can rust if left in water though. To clean these 
pieces, simply dust them with a dry cloth.
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The Flower Shop

ROWAN BLOSSOM
Stem – white

Code RWN-BLS-STM-WH

Price £13 €17 18 €

Material Fabric leaves, metal and plastic stem

Finish/colour White

Dimensions 45cm (Dia) x 90cm (H)

Good to know

Inside each of our life-like stems is a wire that can 
be bent into shape, or cut down using long-armed 
shears (the best tool, we’ve found, for the job). 
They can rust if left in water though. To clean these 
pieces, simply dust them with a dry cloth.

The Rowan tree has soft delicate, fern-shaped leaves. It blossoms 
in the spring with lovely little creamy-white flowers, with reddish-
orange berries that follow after flowering. 

The Lady Fern is a firm favourite with its delicate and lacy,  
ladder-like foliage. Its bright green foliage provides a striking 
contrast and backdrop for flowers.



CORN PARSLEY
Twig – green

Code CRN-PRS-TWI-GN

Price £9 €12 12 €

Material Fabric leaves, metal and plastic stem

Finish/colour Green

Dimensions 27cm (Dia) x 91cm (H)

Good to know

Inside each of our life-like stems is a wire that can 
be bent into shape, or cut down using long-armed 
shears (the best tool, we’ve found, for the job). 
They can rust if left in water though. To clean these 
pieces, simply dust them with a dry cloth.
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The Flower Shop

SEA ARROWGRASS
Stem – green

Code SAG-STM-GN

Price £14 €18 19 €

Material Fabric leaves, metal and plastic stem

Finish/colour Green

Dimensions 37cm (Dia) x 135cm (H)

Good to know

Inside each of our life-like stems is a wire that can 
be bent into shape, or cut down using long-armed 
shears (the best tool, we’ve found, for the job). 
They can rust if left in water though. To clean these 
pieces, simply dust them with a dry cloth.

Sea Arrowgrass is found adorning the dunes of the UK coastline. 
It has great texture which adds a bit of wildness to your hand 
picked arrangement.

This simple twig is great as a filler in a larger arrangement. Create 
a fuller looking arrangement by using a couple of twigs, placed 
amongst other greenery and flowers.
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The Flower Shop

HYDRANGEA
Plant – white

Code HYD-POT-WH

Price £68 €88 90 €

Material Fabric leaves, metal and plastic stem

Finish/colour White with a textured stone pot

Dimensions 27.9cm (Dia) x 45.7cm (H)

Good to know
Comes planted with faux soil in a textured stone 
pot. To clean these pieces, simply dust them with 
a dry cloth.

MINT
Plant – green

Code MIN-TEX-POT

Price £34 €44 45 €

Material Fabric leaves, metal and plastic stem

Finish/colour Green with a textured stone pot

Dimensions 27cm (Dia) x 39cm (H)

Good to know
Comes planted with faux soil in a textured stone 
pot. To clean these pieces, simply dust them with 
a dry cloth.

Our incredibly realistic Hydrangea comes in a textured stone pot, 
perfect for adding some low maintenance greenery into your home.

Mint has many amazing health benefits, which is why we love it so 
much. Our life-like mint plant is potted in a textured stone pot, 
making it easy to bring some greenery into your home.
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The Flower Shop

BASIL
Plant – green

Code BAS-TEX-POT

Price £30 €39 40 €

Material Fabric leaves, metal and plastic stem

Finish/colour Green with a textured stone pot

Dimensions 22cm (Dia) x 39cm (H)

Good to know
Comes planted with faux soil in a textured stone 
pot. To clean these pieces, simply dust them with 
a dry cloth.

Our basil plant comes ready to display in its textured stone pot. Pair 
it with our mint plant, adding some low maintenance greenery into 
your home. 
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Wall Art

New Prints Another part of our collection that grows 
every season is our wall art. We try to curate pieces that appreciate 
fine art and stop-you-in-your-tracks photography, but in a way that 
feels accessible and affordable.

This season, we're very excited to show some new contemporary 
pieces by local artist, Miranda Carter as well as a black and white, 
patriotic photography series of the Queen and Prince Philip on 
various Royal Tours from 1949-1957.
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Wall Art

DEEPER II
Miranda Carter print

Code DEP-PRI-02  

Price £230 €295 305 €

Material Polyresin frame, glass and mount

Finish/colour White

Dimensions 83cm (W) x 1.7cm (D) x 83cm (H)

Good to know

On the back of the frame is a wire for hanging  
(be sure to select the correct fixing for your wall) 
and we’ve included Velcro dots to help it stay 
neatly straight.

DEEPER I
Miranda Carter print

Code DEP-PRI-01

Price £230 €295 305 €

Material Polyresin frame, glass and mount

Finish/colour White

Dimensions 83cm (W) x 1.7cm (D) x 83cm (H)

Good to know

On the back of the frame is a wire for hanging  
(be sure to select the correct fixing for your wall) 
and we’ve included Velcro dots to help it stay 
neatly straight.

Miranda trained at Bath Spa and Winchester Art School. She paints 
intuitively, paying attention to the experience, constantly adjusting 
the composition to create balance. Each mark speaks to the next one 
creating a beautiful and dynamic conversation. These paintings explore 
deep aquamarine blues with stormy shapes appearing and disappearing 
through misty veils of whites and greys.
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DEEPER III
Miranda Carter print

Code DEP-PRI-03

Price £140 €180 185 €

Material Polyresin frame, glass and mount

Finish/colour White

Dimensions 62cm (W) x 1.7cm (D) x 62cm (H) 

Good to know

On the back of the frame is a wire for hanging  
(be sure to select the correct fixing for your wall) 
and we’ve included Velcro dots to help it stay 
neatly straight.

DEEPER IV
Miranda Carter print

Code DEP-PRI-04

Price £140 €180 185 €

Material Polyresin frame, glass and mount

Finish/colour White

Dimensions 62cm (W) x 1.7cm (D) x 62cm (H) 

Good to know

On the back of the frame is a wire for hanging  
(be sure to select the correct fixing for your wall) 
and we’ve included Velcro dots to help it stay 
neatly straight.
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THE CROWN
Windsor horse trials

Celebrating the Royal reign of Queen Elizabeth and Prince 
Philip, these photographs capture candid moments, dating back 
from 1949-1957.

Code CRN-WND-HOR-TRL

Price £80 €105 110 €

Material Cedarwood frame, glass and mount

Finish/colour White

Dimensions 50cm (W) x 3cm (D) x 40cm (H)

Good to know

On the back of the frame is a wire for hanging  
(be sure to select the correct fixing for your wall) 
and we’ve included Velcro dots to help it stay 
neatly straight.

THE CROWN
Royal yacht

Code CRN-ROY-YAC

Price £80 €105 110 €

Material Cedarwood frame, glass and mount

Finish/colour White

Dimensions 50cm (W) x 3cm (D) x 40cm (H)

Good to know

On the back of the frame is a wire for hanging  
(be sure to select the correct fixing for your wall) 
and we’ve included Velcro dots to help it stay 
neatly straight.
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THE CROWN
Albert Hall

Code CRN-ALB-HALL

Price £80 €105 110 €

Material Cedarwood frame, glass and mount

Finish/colour White

Dimensions 50cm (W) x 3cm (D) x 40cm (H)

Good to know

On the back of the frame is a wire for hanging  
(be sure to select the correct fixing for your wall) 
and we’ve included Velcro dots to help it stay 
neatly straight.

THE CROWN
Horse guards

Code CRN-HOR-GUA

Price £80 €105 110 €

Material Cedarwood frame, glass and mount

Finish/colour White

Dimensions 50cm (W) x 3cm (D) x 40cm (H)

Good to know

On the back of the frame is a wire for hanging  
(be sure to select the correct fixing for your wall) 
and we’ve included Velcro dots to help it stay 
neatly straight.
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Lighting

NEVE
Lamp base

Glass lamp bases like Castleford, Shaftesbury and now Neve, add 
such lightness to your home, because the bases bounce the light 
beautifully. Neve's ball-shaped base has a band of hand-etched 
markings too.

Code NEV-LAM-LRG-322-CL

Price £150 €195 200 €

Material Glass

Finish/colour Clear with etched detailing around base

Dimensions 28cm (Dia) x 32.2cm (H)

Good to know

Will look good with the Oliver 18“ lamp shade 
(shown) or Lucile 15“ lamp shade. Has etched 
detailing around the circumference which matches 
the Neve hurricane and bauble. Greycord flex 
cable with dual core Euro UK plug. E27 screw 
fitting in polished chrome. 
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Furniture
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Furniture Our furniture additions may not be many, 
but that's on purpose. We'd never want our collections to become 
overwhelming, so we add slowly but surely. Our first-ever sofa bed, 
storage ottoman and chevron-panelled dresser await... 
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Bedroom

ELOISE
Ottoman

An upholstered ottoman with a padded and piped top and lots of storage beneath. We see it most for the end-of-the-bed for 
storing extra bedding or jumpers or even as extra seating and storage in the hallway. 

Code ELO-OTT-IMOHN

Price £640 €820 850 €

Material
Filling: foam 
Frame: tulipwood 
Upholstery material depends on fabric choice

Finish/colour Imogen Holkham Sand (also available in 50 + 
fabrics with our Neptune tailored service).

Dimensions 125cm (W) x 45cm (D) x 45cm (H)

Good to know

Great for the sitting room, bedroom or hallway.  
Features safety dampers to ensure a soft close. 
These also hold the lid at any point when closing 
so that there is no risk of fingers being trapped or  
the lid being dropped. Cotton textile lining.
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Bedroom

CHICHESTER
Grand wardrobe

Exterior: Shell Interior: Shingle

Code CHI-WDB-1850-HE

Price £2,960 €3,800 3,920 €

Material Tulipwood

Finish/colour Exterior: Shell
Interior: Shingle

Dimensions 185.4cm (W) x 65cm (D) x 218.3cm (H)

Good to know

A larger addition to our Chichester wardrobe. The 
zig-zag shelf supports have been placed higher 
up, resulting in increased flexibility allowing the 
hanging rails to be placed higher up for longer 
garments. 2 adjustable shelves included, 1 in each 
of the double and single door.

This is a bigger version of our Chichester wardrobe for people who need that bit of extra storage space. It's separated into 
two sections where both have an adjustable hanging rail inside and an adjustable shelf - perfect for dividing your clothes and 
allowing flexibility for the length of your clothes.
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Living

THEO
Armchair

Theo's a small, low-to-the-ground armchair that we see most of all in the bedroom. It has a neater profile than some of our 
other chairs and no removable cushions, which is what makes it more of an occasional piece.

Code TEO-CHA-ARM-HRYCD-PO

Price £770 €990 1,020 €

Material

Cushion fillings: foam and fibre 
Frame: tulipwood 
Feet: brass castors 
Upholstery material depends on fabric choice

Finish/colour Harry Cloud with Pale Oak legs (also available in 50 + 
fabrics with our Neptune Tailored service).

Dimensions 66.2cm (W) x 81cm (D) x 90.1cm (H) 

Good to know Castors on the front legs.
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Living

OLIVIA
Sofa bed

We've been developing a sofa bed for a while now, but it's taken time to get it just right. We based it on our Olivia sofa because 
of it's comfy shape which lends itself to a sofa bed. It's just a notch smaller than a king and is incredibly comfortable as both a 
sofa and a bed - you wouldn't even know a bed was hidden inside!

Code OLI-SOF-BED-HUGPO-K

Price £2,670 €3,430 3,540 €

Material

Cushion fillings: foam, feathers, down and fibre 
Frame: tulipwood 
Mattress: fibre and foam filling with woven cotton outer 
Upholstery material depends on fabric choice

Finish/colour Hugo Pale Oat with Pale Oak legs (also available in 50 + 
fabrics with our Neptune tailored service).

Dimensions
220cm (W) x 105cm (D) x 88cm (H) - closed
220cm (W) x 252.5cm (D) x 88cm (H) - sofa & open bed
145cm (W) x 185cm (D) x 8cm (H) - mattress size

Good to know

A skirt has been added to cover the sofa bed mechanism. 
The mechanism is Italian engineered and is easy to open 
and put away, with only 3 moves to close. There are handy 
guides on the mechanism which show you were to hold 
it in order to open/close the sofa bed. The height of the 
bed is 40cm. The mechanism will be fitted on arrival. We 
recommend using King size linen.
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Living

HOLBORN
5ft dresser

Code HOL-DRE-5FT-K-IN

Price £2,930 €3,760 3,880 €

Material Oak and aluminium

Finish/colour Natural Oak IsoGuard® with blackened stiles

Dimensions 154.4cm (W) x 39.4cm (D) x 203cm (H)

Good to know Slide to open function with 2 shelves in the 
sideboard and 4 shelves in the dresser top.

Holborn's a completely new character for us, adding a contemporary edge with an elegant chevron design. Both the sideboard 
and dresser combine natural oak and blackened hardware. The dresser top is designed with glazed sliding doors and contrasting 
blackened stiles. The sideboard below has a handcrafted chevron design that adds character.
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Living

HOLBORN
5ft sideboard

Code HOL-DRE-5FT-2DR-B-IN

Price £1,430 €1,840 1,900 €

Material Oak

Finish/colour Natural Oak IsoGuard®

Dimensions 152cm (W) x 39.4cm (D) x 84cm (H)

Good to know Sliding doors with 2 internal shelves.

The Holborn sideboard is designed to be more contemporary in style, something we have achieved by narrowing it slightly and 
with the handcrafted, minimal chevron design.
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Living

CHICHESTER
3ft open bookcase

Because we always want to design with homes that are little and large in mind, this bookcase came about because we were  
picturing it in a hallway or on a landing area in a cottage or smaller space. But it works just as well in any type of property 
where there's an empty nook or in a child’s bedroom, filled with books. 

Code CHI-BOO-OPN-3FT-HG

Price £540 €700 720 €

Material Tulipwood with Oak top

Finish/colour Exterior: Shingle with Natural Oak Isoguard® top 
Interior: Shell

Dimensions 79.5cm (W) x 36cm (D) x 87cm (H)

Good to know 2 adjustable shelves. Versatile size for children’s 
bedrooms or the landing.

Interior: ShellExterior: Shingle
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Garden

Garden It wouldn't be spring and it definitely wouldn't be 
summer without a few new pieces for your great outdoors... 
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Garden

STANWAY
Rectangular table – bluestone and teak

We have refreshed our Stanway base by topping it with a stone that's new to the collection. Bluestone has a charcoal-blue tone 
and is incredibly tactile, attractive and durable, like granite. But to suit the base, it needed to be a thicker piece of stone which 
would have made it impractically heavy. That's why instead, we've put an aluminium core in the tabletop and laminated the 
natural stone around. It's still heavy, but not so heavy that you can't move it. 

Code STN-TAB-250X95-BLU-K

Price £2,380 €3,073 3,174 €

Material Teak and Bluestone

Finish/colour Honed

Dimensions 250cm (L) x 95cm (W) x 71.5cm (H)

Good to know Honeycomb aluminium core with Bluestone 
tabletop. Lightweight and weather resistant.
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Garden

BROWNING
Lantern

Our Browning lights naturally look like lanterns and our customers 
have often asked if we could do an outdoor version. So we made 
these metal lanterns that can be used both inside the home and 
dotted around the garden.

COLETON
Side table

A handy little side table that shares the same weave as Tresco, making 
it a tad more contemporary. The glass top's removable though so you 
can equally use it as an extra seat or a mini footstool. 

Code
BRW-LNT-SML £30 €39 40 €

BRW-LNT-MED £41 €53 55 €

Material Steel and glass

Finish/colour Matt black

Dimensions 15cm (W) x 21cm (D) x 34cm (H) 
18cm (W) x 26cm (D) x 42cm (H)

Good to know

Try mixing different sizes of our Blyton candles for 
a unique look. Toughened glass. For indoor and 
outdoor use. Even though the lantern is weather-
proof, to help it last longer, avoid leaving it 
outside. Take indoors when not in use.

Code CNT-SID-TAB-RE

Price £195 €250 260 €

Material Wicker with glass top

Finish/colour Reed

Dimensions 46cm (W) x 46cm (D) x 46cm (H) 

Good to know

All weather wicker. Removable glass top. Comes 
with 4 suckers to help prevent the glass from 
sliding. The suckers are to be wedged between 
the weave in each corner to add a little resistance. 
Adjustable feet for uneven surfaces.



Product improvements  We always believe 
in better. And that applies just as much to designs that we’ve 
already created in collections past. Some improvements simply 
can’t be made without putting our pieces into a real life context, 
and letting them be lived with for years.

So, every season, we release updates on existing designs where 
we’ve seen new opportunities or learned a lesson or two from you...
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Improvements

HUGO MUSTARD

Item Improvement Solution

FAB-FIN-MS Moving from Hugo to Finian.

Adding more character. Improved rub 
count and less shrinkage. This will be 
improved across all cushions and Neptune 
Tailored products.

BEFORE

AFTER
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Improvements

BOWSLEY COLLECTION

Item Challenge Solution

All items To improve the appearance and durability 
for dishwasher and microwave use.

We have changed the material from 
Dolomite to Stoneware which enables 
better performance in the dishwasher 
and microwave. No more piping hot 
bowls we can't hold!

BEFORE

AFTER
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Improvements

CROXTON COLLECTION

Item Challenge Solution

All items To improve the appearance and durability 
for dishwasher and microwave use.

We have changed the material from 
Dolomite to Stoneware which enables 
better performance in the dishwasher 
and microwave. No more piping hot 
bowls we can't hold!

BEFORE

AFTER
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Improvements

CASPAR ARMCHAIR

Item Challenge Solution

CAP-CHA-ARM-TN To improve the quality of the leather.

Manufacturing has been brought 
inhouse to ensure a high standard of 
manufacturing techniques as well as 
resourcing materials, resulting in our 
St James leather.

BEFORE

AFTER
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Improvements

CHICHESTER WINE RACKS

Item Challenge Solution

CHI-WIN-2FT6-HG (new code: CHI-WIN-2FT6-02-HG)
CHI-WIN-4FT-HG (new code: CHI-WIN-4FT-02-HG)
CHI-WIN-HG (new code: CHI-WIN-02-HG)

To review the existing designs and 
bring them up to date. A program 
we run all the time to proactively 
seek out designs that may have 
been neglected for a while! 

We have redesigned Chichester 
taking inspiration from the old 
Suffolk collection.

BEFORE

AFTER
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Improvements

CHICHESTER COOKER HOOD

Item Challenge Solution

KCH-1450-HE To improve the strength of the top rail so 
that it can support the entire cabinet.

We have added extra ply strips and screws 
to improve the strength of the top rail.

BEFORE

AFTER
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ARUNDEL, CARTER AND BALMORAL EXTENDING TABLES

Item Challenge Solution

ARUD-TAB-184-EXT 
CAR-TAB-160-EXT 
BAM-TAB-185-REC-EXT

To reduce the movement of the table 
when the extension leaves are applied.

We have added a lever to the underside 
of the table. This will help with the side to 
side movement of the leaves in relation to 
the top.

BEFORE

AFTER

There is nothing to keep the 
leaves stable once extended.

Levers have been added to each 
leave on either side.
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Improvements

NON-SLIP CUSHION MATS

Item Challenge Solution

ARUD-CUS-150 
ARUD-CUS-220
ARUD-CUS-280

To improve the functionality and  
appearance of the slip mats.

We have replaced the black fabric with a 
canvas material with transparent dots. We 
have also made the slip mats smaller so that 
they are not visible under the seat cushion. 

BEFORE

AFTER
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Improvements

HENLEY PEDESTAL TABLES

Item Challenge Solution

HEND-TAB-001 
HEND-TAB-002 
HEND-TAB-016

To prevent the movement between the 
top and the base.

The hole diameter where the bolt passes 
through the pedestal has been reduced. 
The tightening of this ensures a snug fit 
for the hardware.
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Improvements

HENLEY & ALDWYCH KNOBS

Item Challenge Solution

HEND-AV-3FT6-COR 
HEND-AV-4FT-CAB 
HEND-AV-4FT-COR 
HEND-AV-4FT-DRE 
HEND-AV-4FT-TOP 
HEND-AV-5FT-CAB 
HEND-AV-5FT-DRE 
HEND-AV-5FT-TOP 
HEND-CON-005

HEND-DRE-007 
HEND-DRE-009 
HEND-DRE-011 
HEND-DRE-012 
HEND-DRE-013 
HEND-DRE-015 
HEN-DRE-3FT-GLS 
HEN-DRE-4FT-GLS 
HEN-DRE-5CV-GLS

HEN-DRE-5FT-GLS 
HEND-SID-006 
HEND-SID-008 
HEND-SID-010 
HEND-SID-014 
ALD-TAB-LAM-052-WB 
ALD-CON-082-WB 
ALD-CON-122-WB 
ALD-DRW-3LOW-WB

To streamline our 
hardware collection 
whilst increasing the 
finishes we offer.

Suffolk now has a new name, 
Britten. Britten will be used 
on all Henley and Aldwych 
freestanding collections. 
Their respective finishes will 
remain as they are.

BEFORE

AFTER

Britten silhouette

Henley  silhouette



68

Improvements

WARDLEY CHAIRS

Item Challenge Solution

WAR-CHA-IN 
WAR-CHA-HG 
WAR-CHA-BAR-IN 
WAR-CHA-BAR-HG

To support our manufacturing partner by 
changing the thickness of timber to assist 
with their efficiencies.

We have minimally changed the seat 
panel thickness from 35mm to 30mm. 

BEFORE

AFTER

35mm

30mm



69

Improvements

CARRARA MARBLE VANITY TOP

Item Challenge Solution

BAT-TOP-0640-MAR-H 
BAT-TOP-0640-MAR-P 
BAT-TOP-0700-MAR-H 
BAT-TOP-0960-MAR-P 
BAT-TOP-1000-MAR-H 
BAT-TOP-1240-MAR-P 
BAT-TOP-1290-MAR-H 
BAT-TOP-1490-MAR-H

To support our manufacturing partner by 
changing the thickness of marble to assist 
with their efficiencies.

Working with our partner we agreed and 
changed the thickness from 30mm to 
25mm, resulting in a shorter production 
lead time.

BEFORE

AFTER

30mm

25mm





I N D E X

A
Agapanthus stem  33 
Antonia fringed napkins  23 
Artichoke bunch  34 
Ashcroft glass carrier  23 
Ashcroft wine cooler  24

B
Basil plant  39 
Borough long chopping board  21 
Borough rectangular chopping board  21 
Broseley pot - low  27 
Broseley pot - small  27 
Broseley pot - large  28 
Browning lantern  56 
Blyton pillar candles  7 
Britten knob  31

C
Camilla scatter cushion  13 
Chichester 3ft open bookcase  53 
Chichester grand wardrobe  48 
Chloe Denim fabric  12 
Coleton side table  56 
Corn parsley twig  37 
Cullingworth rugs  17 
Cullum twist knob  31

D
Deeper prints  41, 42 
Delphinium stem  35

E
Eloise ottoman  47

F
Fabric  10 
Florence scatter cushion  14, 15 
Furniture  46

G
Garden  54 
Gosse seahorse - small  28 
Gosse seahorse - large  29 
Grace scatter cushion  14

H
Harry Flax Blue fabric  11 
Haybrook vase - round  25 
Haybrook vase - medium  26 
Haybrook vase - large  26 
Holborn 5ft dresser  51 
Holborn 5ft sideboard  52 
Hops bunch  34 
Hydrangea plant  38

I
Improvements  57 
Improvements: Arundel, Carter &  
Balmoral extending tables  64 
Improvements: Bowsley collection  59 
Improvements: Carrara marble vanity top  69 
Improvements: Caspar armchair  61 
Improvements: Chichester cooker hood  63 
Improvements: Chichester wine racks  62 
Improvements: Croxton collection  60 
Improvements: Henley & Aldwych knobs  67 
Improvements: Henley pedestal table  66 
Improvements: Hugo Mustard  58 
Improvements: Non-slip cushion mats  65 
Improvements: Wardley chairs  68

K
Keswick rectangular mirror  30

L
Lady fern stem  36 
Lowther dipping bowl  20

M
Mabel Flax Blue fabric  11 
Maltby rectangular chopping board  22 
Maltby round chopping board  22 
Mint plant  38

N
Neve lamp base  45



O

Olivia sofa bed  50 
Olney milk jug  19 
Olney mugs  18 
Olney side plate  20 
Olney sugar bowl  19 
Olney teapot  18

P
Paint  6 
Peony bunch  33 
Prints  40

R
Randall apron  8 
Rowan blossom  36

S
Scatter cushions  13 
Sea arrowgrass stem  37 
Stanway rectangular table  55

T
The Crown prints  43, 44 
Theo armchair  49 
The flower shop  32- 39 
Thursfield vase - medium  24 
Thursfield vase - tall  25

W
Westmeath herringbone throw  9








